
CROCHET GUIDE

Ally Bag

A step-by-step crochet guide which used along

with the tutorial is a great option for beginners.  

WWW.BILIBAGFACTORY.CO.UK



To avoid cord tangling, please pull the cord with "start here" tag on or unravel

your skein first.

Follow www.bilibagfactory.co.uk/videos 

 

 

Good to know

MR – magic ring (adjustable ring)

CH - chain

SC - single crochet/US (DC/UK)

tog – together in the same stitch

Inc - increasing round

ABBREVIATIONS TENSION

Tension is not critical for this project

but it may affect the cord quantity

required.

INCREASING ROUNDS

To make your bag bigger, you need to use a stitch sequence that increases

the overall number of stitches in the each round. To add more increasing

rounds to your project, try adding one individual SC/US (DC/UK) more for

each subsequent round. 

For example:

Round 9 - 5 SC, 2 SC tog x 10 [70 SC]

Round 10 - 6 SC, 2 SC tog, x 10 [80 SC]

http://www.bilibagfactory.co.uk/videos


Some tips to keep in mind 
while making Ally Bag:

 
working with medium tension will help to maintain its shape, 

following the tutorial carefully and printing the written
instructions

using the stitch markers or a piece of cord to keep track of
your rounds and stitches (you can also tick number of
stitches on printed pattern)

It is possible to modify the size of the bag by increasing or
reducing the number of increasing rounds. If you're feeling
adventurous, you can even add your own creative touches
to the design and share it with us on Instagram or
Facebook.



Approx. 70m of Braided
Cotton Cord 5mm 

T O  M A K E  A L L Y  B A G  Y O U  N E E D :

Crochet hook 8mm
(recommended)

Scissors, thread & needle (optional)

 38cm x 17cm
38cm x 34cm (with handle) 

A P P R O X I M A T E  B A G  S I Z E :  

Stitch marker (or piece of yarn)



1. 10 SC in the MR

Do not finish off this round with SS, work spiral.

2. 2 SC tog x 10 [20 SC]

3. Inc – (1 SC, 2 SC tog) x 10 [30 SC]

4. Inc – (2 SC, 2 SC tog) x 10 [40 SC]

5. 40 SC 

6. Inc – (3 SC, 2 SC tog) x 10 [50 SC]

7. 50 SC 

8. Inc – (4 SC, 2 SC tog) x 10 [60 SC]

9. 60 SC

10. 60 SC

Let's start!



HANDLE

Fold the bag in half and crochet 8 SC through 2 stitches (under 2 loops)

to join both sides and form a half-circle.

Chain 40 and attach it to the base with 1 SC. Crochet 7 SC more to

complete a total of 8 SC. Then, turn the bag and crochet 8 SC.

Make 40 SS into chains (handle), 7 SC, SS.

 



Thank you!Sylwia

I hope you have enjoyed making Ally Bag. It would be fantastic if you

could share your feedback and photographs of your ready bag with

us! Tag @bilibagfactory in your Instagram posts or stories. Your review

means a world to us. Thank you.

Sylwia Ponichtera

Bilibag Factory

PLEASE NOTE

 

The pattern and photographs of this Bag are the property of Bilibag

Factory. This pattern and design are subject to copyright, and are for

personal, non-commercial use only. You may not distribute or sell this

pattern under any circumstances. You are very welcome to sell bags

made of this pattern.

Our patterns and tutorials are designed
and tested by using highest quality, eco-
friendly Cotton Cords, manufactured by us
in Stoke-on-Trent, UK and they are always
the best choice to start with!

www.bilibagfactory.co.uk

info@bilibagfactory.co.uk


